Dear colleagues,

In order to synchronize The NDT Territory Forum and XXI Russian National Conference on Non-Destructive Testing and Technical Diagnostics and other industrial exhibitions held in "Expocentre", RSNTTD Direction changed the date of the Forum and the Conference for 28 February - 2 March 2017. Concurrently with the NDT Territory Forum and XXI Russian National Conference on NDT and TD will be organized the cluster of the industrial exhibitions:

- **Expo Control 2017.** All the variety of technologies and decisions for quality assurance, measurement and testing
- **Composite-Expo 2017.** 10th edition of the International Specialized Exhibition on raw materials, equipment and technologies for composites' producing
- **Polyurethanex - 2017.** 9th edition of the International Specialized Exhibition on raw materials, equipment and technologies for polyurethane producing
- **Interlakokraska 2017.** 21st Edition of the International Specialized Exhibition for Paints and Coatings. 11th International Salon for Surface Treatment and Antirust protection. 6th Internaional Salon for Special Coatings
- **Photonics.** World of lasers and optics

Synchronization of multiple industrial exhibitions:

- contributes to increase in the number of target visitors
- allows interaction between participants and visitors of various exhibitions
- forms the cluster of industrial exhibitions
- expanding advertising opportunities
- reveals potential partners in related industries

Preferential terms of participation in XXI Russian National Conference on Non-Destructive Testing and Technical Diagnostics for exhibitors of NDT Territory Forum:

- Conference Free participation for one person of Exhibitors with stand over 12 sq.m
- 55% Discount of Participation Fee for one person of Exhibitors with stand up to 12 sq.m.
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www.conf.ronktd.ru/en/
www.expo.ronktd.ru/eng/